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Oktoberfest: MBCA’s Fall Celebration
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October 27 was a clear, sunny, yet temperate day. In other words, the 
PERFECT day to have the annual Oktoberfest celebration, held at Texas-
German Autohaus in Houston. This year’s edition of this now-classic event didn’t 
disappoint, with more than 60 Mercedes-Benz enthusiasts in attendance and great 
food, drink and fellowship for more than five hours!

Hans Richter and his team put on another great show, with some twists this 
year. Hans and crew held a “beer-tasting” competition with six or seven different 
types -- and styles -- of beers from all over Germany, for the benefit of all to 
sample (in moderation, of course).  TGA and MBCA | Houston Section also held 
the traditional raffle of prizes, including clothing and Mercedes logo accessories.

The TGA team also conducted the “Spark Plug Time Test” on an old M116 
engine cylinder head. This was a game/competition whereby contestants are 
timed in the removal and re-fitment of four spark plugs into the cylinder head. It 
was fun seeing the different styles and approaches by which people attacked the 
challenge of removing and installing those plugs without cross-threading them in 
the head’s soft aluminum!

After the fun and games were over, it was time for the delicious traditional 
meal of Schweinshaxe (pork leg), sauerkraut, and Maultaschen (dumplings), 
topped off by apple strudel.

I also enjoyed meeting a few of our section’s new (and longtime) members, 
who were there for the first time. A great event, all in all, and many thanks to those 
members who came out. 



Dear Club Members,

It’s hard to believe that the beginning of the Holiday season is just a couple of short weeks 
away! Unlike other parts of the country where cold weather and even snow are already in full effect, 
here in Texas we are blessed with weather that allows us to enjoy our Mercedes-Benz cars year-
round! We are fortunate that we don’t have to put our cars away for a long winter’s nap.

Together with Texas-German Autohaus, the MBCA Houston section put on a grand 18th Annual 
Oktoberfest celebration. I counted more than 60 people in attendance, and there were some 
wonderful and quite rare cars that showed up too!  Thanks to those members who came out to what 
was once again a great event. 

Next up on the club agenda is the Section’s annual Holiday Brunch. This will be taking place 
on Sunday, December 9th at the City Club in Houston.  MBCA | Houston Section Treasurer Gerry 
Grogin has been working hard to get this event arranged, and it will be a great opportunity for both 
old and new members of the club to come together and celebrate the spirit of the Holiday season.

One of the staples of our Section has been the Autocross events, which are held once or 
twice per year. For a number of years, we’ve held these Autocross events at Lone Star College 
- Kingwood. However, we’ve been unable to schedule our next event there when we’ve wanted 
to this fall, due to other   events happening at the college.  Board members Mike Haney and Ali 
Durvesh have been working incredibly hard to search for another venue where the club can hold 
the event. It’s hard becuase it requires wide-open space and a good quality of pavement, for safety 
reasons. Mike and Ali are still working on this and we’ll be sharing more information with you via 
e-mail and the newsletter when we’ve got a date and place all set.

Another upcoming event to look out for is an afternoon at DriverSource in Houston. Board 
member Norm Glorioso got this event on the calendar and scheduled for Saturday, February 9th.  
Driver Source is a “must go” event if you’ve never seen the incredible collection of cars and the 
facilities they have, and the Club sponsors a lunch for all members attending. There are dozens 
upon dozens of the most amazing cars in the Houston area in storage at DriverSource, and they 
allow the club to walk around the facility (and their showroom of cars for sale) and see the bounty of 
beautiful modern and classic automobiles they have on site. Mark your calendar now for this event!

Thanks to all of you for your interest and support of the club. We hope to see you at one of our 
upcoming events. If you haven’t been to a Club event in a while, give it a try and make a new “Benz 
Friend” or two....

Happy Driving!
 

Gerry Van Zandt | President | Mercedes-Benz Club of America | Houston Section

President’s Message
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News Snippets From the World of Mercedes-Benz

Welcome Returning Club Members

Early Glimpse of the 2014 E-Class

What looks to be the next-generation E-Class 
sedan was recently spotted in Madrid, Spain.  

It looks like the new E-Class will be receiving 
single-unit headlights, along with an aggressive 
new grill and new front and rear bumpers.   The 
car’s body has some very sharp creases and new 
wheels.

Mercedes-Benz Places 16th in List of 
Top Worldwide “Cool” Product Brands

Most people, car enthusiasts or not, know that 
ownership of a Mercedes is a mark of status and 
an affirmation of knowing how to appreciate the 
fine things in life. In the UK, the Mercedes brand 
has debuted at number 16 in the CoolBrands 
list. This list, compiled from an annual survey of 
around 3,000 respondents, recognizes the cool-
ness factor of a brand by ranking attributes like 
innovation, originality, style, authenticity, desir-
ability and uniqueness.

No surprises that Apple is number one, but 
Mercedes in its debut year was the top non-Brit-
ish automotive brand. Mercedes joins a diverse 
list of brands that are undoubtedly cool, such as 
Bang & Olufsen, Twitter, Virgin Atlantic, Sony, 
Haagen-Dazs and Nikon, among others. Now on 
its 11th year, the CoolBrands list identifies the 
coolest brands from a selection of 1,200 brand 
names.

-- compiled by your Editor

MBCA | Houston Section would like to thank the following members, who have renewed their 
memberships with the Mercedes-Benz Club of America:

J.S. Alvarez / Texas City, TX     David Kerr / Houston, TX
Keith Alverson / Houston, TX     George Laigle / Houston, TX
Nester Arellano / Sugarland, TX     Joseph Lavigne / Houston, TX
Gert Bahlo / Friendswood, TX     Vicki Lewis / League City, TX
Lars Bengtson / Houston, TX     Vidar Lindmoen / Houston, TX
Marvin Boyd / Humble, TX     Jaison Mathai / Missouri City, TX
Ray Bruck / Houston, TX     Anna Merenda / Houston, TX
Robert Bryan / Waller, TX     Nina Midway / Houston, TX
Charles Day / Humble, TX     Kerry Muldrow / Houston, TX
Harry Dieckman / Sugarland, TX    Robert Plante / Cumming, GA
James Feine / Bellaire, TX     Cecil Rives / Burton, TX
Michael Feuerbacher / Kingwood, TX    Steven Russell / The Woodlands, TX
Coach Gavrel / Houston, TX     John Shasteen / Stafford, TX
Alberto Gomez-Rivas / Houston, TX    Janice Taylor / Houston, TX
Gerald Grogin / Houston, TX     Andrew Woefling / Montgomery, TX
Tor Haugland / Houston, TX     James Woody / Spring, TX
Leon Hulon / Spring, TX      Charles Wyatt / Tomball, TX
George Kavalon / Houston, TX
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Located on Edloe St., between Richmond and Westheimer.
State of the Art computerized equipment and tools.
Oil Change Special while you wait.
Complimentary Shuttle Service to your home or office.
Free oil & filter change using standard mineral oil or $35.00 for 
synthetic motor oil, for new Mercedes Benz club members, with 
this ad. (Limit one per customer)
Factory trained and certified technicians.

Texas-German Autohaus, L.P.

Service and Repair of MERCEDES and BMW Automobiles

EUROPEAN PERFORMANCE

The TGA Team
50 years of experience

visit online @ www.t-g-a.com
3417 Edloe St.   Houston, Texas  77027  
Tel. (713) 850-8282   Fax (713) 850-8818

Welcome New MBCA | Houston Section Members!
It’s been a few months, but the MBCA | Houston Section would like to give a hearty welcome to the 
following new members, who have joined our Section since August 2012:

Christine Cone / Magnolia, TX     Tim Lehman / Stafford, TX 

Eileen Gaffney / Houston, TX     Alex M. Marshman / Houston, TX

Rene Galvan / Pearland, TX      Kevin Murphy / Houston, TX

John Goott / Houston, TX      Carlos Natal / Chuluota, FL

Dan Goshorn / Houston, TX      Allen Oravetz / Houston, TX

Randy Iseminger / Richmond, TX     Christopher Pace / Galveston, TX

Brad Johnson / Cypress, TX     John Russell / Houston, TX

Tony Kolodny / Houston, TX     Thomas Salahub / Montgomery, TX

James Stryker / Tomball, TX     Rick Williams / Humble, TX

     Pete Wiggin / Spring, TX    
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Questions? Call  your Section President at 832-713-MBCA or the National Business Office at 1-800-637-2360 M-F, 8am-5pm MT. Or visit  www.mbca.org

Birmingham, Alabama
May 18-22, 2013

Come for the Tech!
• Factory Tours of Mercedes-Benz 
 U.S. International (MBUSI)
• MBUSA and MBUSI Speakers
• Touring Laps – Barber 
 Motorsports Road Course
• Technical Seminars

Come for the Fun!
• Vintage Races at Barber Motorsports
• U.S. Space & Rocket Center and NASA Tour
• Shopping
• Garden & Museum Tours
• Something for everyone ...

StarTech 2013

For information and registration package contact Liz Roberson
at lizroberson2013@gmail.com | 205.822.8460

Mercedes-Benz Club of America | Alabama Section
www.StarTech2013.org

®

– Maintenance
– Repairs
– Restoration

– Modification
– Manufacturing

Aldridge Gardens U.S Space & Rocket CenterMBUSI Welcome Center Modification Barber Motorsports Park

MBUSI Headquarters
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The Compact Class (C-Class) Turns 30 

At the end of November 1982, Mercedes-Benz presented the 190 and 190 E models from the W 201 model 
series to the press. The compact and technologically groundbreaking saloon supplemented the Mercedes-
Benz passenger car product line with a third model series, alongside the mid-range series and the S-Class. 
With this step towards a broader model series portfolio, the 190/190 E clearly showed the way forward 
into the future of the entire brand. This is because it not only marked the start of the segment designated 
internally within the company as the compact class, which subsequently came to bear the designation 
C-Class from 1993 with the launch 
of the W 202 series. In fact, with this 
fresh and advanced sedan, it also 
marked the start of the great model 
offensive from Mercedes-Benz.

Some 30 years after making their 
premiere, the sedans of the W 
201 model series continue to 
demonstrate their strengths to 
impressive effect: to this day, their 
clear lines still delight with their 
timeless modernity. In retrospect, 
the vehicle technology too has also 
been characterised by a host of 
innovative ideas and concepts.

Besides the modern design, for which Bruno Sacco was responsible, the affectionately named “Baby Benz” 
as the 190 model was known also scored well in terms of its high degree of passive safety and modern 
suspension technology, good aerodynamics and intelligent lightweight design. Among other features, 
Mercedes-Benz specifically developed and patented independent multilink rear suspension for the 190, in 
which each rear wheel is supported by five independent links, thus helping to ensure equally high levels of 
ride comfort and handling precision.

Designers and engineers drove the compact class even 
further forward into the future with two model facelifts 
in 1988 and 1991. More than 10 years after the market 
launch, in February 1993 the Sindelfingen plant ceased 
production of the first generation of the compact 
class. The 190-models continued to be produced in the 
Bremen plant until August, mainly for export. The total 
number of vehicles produced – some 1,879,629 – reflects 
to impressive effect the resounding success which the 
new compact class enjoyed for the brand. In May 1993, 
Mercedes-Benz presented the C-Class (W 202 series) as 
the successor to the “Baby-Benz.”

The evolution of the W 201 model series

Following the presentation of the new model series, 
initially in 1983 only the 190 and 190 E models were 

continued on next page
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available with 2-litre four-cylinder petrol engines (66 kW/90 hp and 90 kW/122 hp). In the autumn of 1983, 
Mercedes-Benz presented the 53 kW (72 hp) 190 D “whisper diesel” at the International Motor Show in 
Frankfurt, which caused something of a sensation as a four-cylinder diesel engine which was not only more 
efficient but also particularly quiet due to engine soundproofing.

A l s o  m a k i n g  a n appearance in 1983 was the 
190 E 2.3-16 model, whose engine featured a 
n e w l y  d e v e l o p e d four-valve cylinder head and 
produced 136 kW (185 hp). This top-of-the-range 
model in the W 201 series promised a special level 
of sportiness – and in fact in the summer of 1983, 
the Saloon clocked up several long-distance world 
records  in  Nardo in Italy, including runs over 
distances of 25,000 kilometres, 25,000 miles and 
50,000 kilometres, at average speeds of almost 250 
km/h.

In the years which followed, Mercedes-Benz 
c o n s i s t e n t l y expanded the compact 
class model range. Additions included export 
m o d e l s  s u c h  a s the 190 D 2.2 and 190 E 2.3 
models, specifically designed for the North 
Amer ican market . Overall the performance 
potential of the W 201 continued to grow beyond the production period with a number of new models: for 
example the five-cylinder 190 D 2.5 (1985, 66 kW/90 hp) and, as the first six-cylinder compact class model, 
the 190 E 2.6 (1986, 122 kW/166 hp).

The pinnacle of performance was ultimately marked by the 190 E 2.5-16 (143 kW/195 hp) in 1988, and the 
further stages of development derived from this vehicle which took output up to 173 kW (235 hp). At the 
same time they also formed the basis for the motor sport touring cars with which Mercedes-Benz achieved 
a great deal of success in the world of motor sport – right through to the victory in the German Touring Car 
Championship (DTM) in 1992 by Klaus Ludwig in the AMG-Mercedes 190 E 2.5-16 Evolution II.

“No other car has 
generated anything like 
the curiosity as this new 
development from the 
world’s oldest motor 
manufacturer”, wrote 
specialist magazine “auto, 
motor und sport” in 1983 
about the new compact 
class. A modern, fresh feel, 
combined with technical 
leadership aspirations in 
what for the brand was a 
new segment, filled the 

public and specialists alike with enthusiasm at that time. The W 201 has retained this sense of flair. Today, 
some 30 years after its premiere, it still comes across as a young, modern classic.

The W201 had a clear family resemblance to its period contemporaries, the W124 E-Class and W126 S-Class.
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Views From the Development of the W201 C-Class
Here are some rarely seen photos from the development of the W201 chassis “Baby Benz” during 
the early- and mid-1970s.  Enjoy this peek behind the scenes of Mercedes-Benz engineering and 
product development.  

 

Above:
Stylistic representation of the creation of the 
Mercedes-Benz W 201 model series. The 
two-dimensional design drawing was turned 
into a three-dimensional model. The shortlisted 
designs were modelled in plasticine on a scale 
of 1:5.

Right:
Design draft dating from the 1970s for the Mer-
cedes-Benz W 201 model series, which made its 
debut in 1982.

Below:
Mercedes-Benz compact-class se-
dan from the W 201 series in the 
wind tunnel (1982-1988).

Left:
Shortened vehicle from the Mer-
cedes-Benz W 114/115 model 
series, created in 1974 in relation 
to the subsequent W 201 series. It 
used the dimensions of the W 201 
series in order to depict the size of 
the new smaller Mercedes-Benz.
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F&J EUROPEAN AUTO PARTS INC.
6115 Clarewood

Houston, TX  77081
SPECIALIZING IN MERCEDES BENZ PARTS

FORMERLY WITH MORITZ E.C.P.
PH 713/773-0887  Parts Rep.
FX 713/773-0767  FEDERICO & JAVIER

More Photos from the TGA Oktoberfest Celebration

Above:  Member Chris DeZevallos’ 300SEL 6.3 
sedan.  Right:  As you can see, it was a packed 
house during mealtime at Oktoberfest.

Left:  There was 
no lack of takers 
in the serving line 
for the delicious 
and very authen-
tic German meal, 
courtesy of Hans 
Richter and TGA.

Below:  A close-
up of some of 
the food served 
by TGA at Ok-
toberfest. Ham 
hocks, German 
dumplings and 
sauerkraut make 
a most excellent 
meal.
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Answers to Your Technical Questions

Question:  I have a 1992 300E sedan (W124).  Recently, when using the air conditioning system, I have 
experienced hot air coming out of my car’s side dashboard and defroster vents, while cool air comes 
from the center vents as it always has when I use the air conditioner. This happens at all fan speeds. 
What is causing this problem?  Is it easy to get fixed?

Answer:  This is a classic symptom caused by the failure of the car’s heater valve. The heater valve controls 
the flow of coolant into the climate-control system, so that no warm coolant enters the system when the A/C 
is operating, and coolant does flow into the system when warm or hot air is desired. 

This is a fairly common failure on the W124 as it ages, and requires replacement of the heater valve.  It is 
located near the battery on the passenger side, underneath the windshield, and is a fairly easy do-it-yourself 
job. There were several designs and configurations of the heater valve used on the W124, so be sure you 
obtain the correct heater valve for your year and model of car. The valve generally costs between $150 and 
$300 depending on the model and the valve needed.

Question:  As I recently retired, I have more time and I am becoming more interested in maintaining 
my own car.  I know about all of the popular web sites and forums that people use to discuss Mer-
cedes-related ownership, maintenance and repair issues.  However, I’d like to know what resources 
Mercedes-Benz officially makes available to owners.  Can you point me in the right direction as to the 
official resources that Mercedes-Benz has for owners?

Answer:  Congratulations on your retirement!  You are off to a great start by being a member of MBCA.  
MBCA is the largest Mercedes-Benz club in the world, and it is recognized by Mercedes-Benz as an “offi-
cial” approved club. MBCA has its own technical forums and an increasing library of information available to 
members via its web site at http://www.mbca.org. If you don’t have a login and password, you can easily set 
one up as a club member.

Mercedes-Benz makes a plethora of information available to owners.  One great source is the Electronic 
Parts Catalog (EPC), which is available at http://epc.startekinfo.com.  The EPC has all parts diagrams and 
part numbers for all US-model MBs going back many decades - it is an extremely useful tool for looking 
up parts needing repair or replacement.  The EPC is actually the same system that MB dealer parts de-
partments use! A one-year subscription is free (you must register with a credit or debit card, but it is not 
charged).

A companion tool, the Workshop Information System (WIS-net), is also available from Mercedes-Benz, at 
http://www.startekinfo.com/StarTek/index.jsp  The WIS contains all of the repair procedures and manuals 
required to repair any model Mercedes ever sold in the US. Unfortunately, WIS-net costs money for a sub-
scription, but Mercedes-Benz has a number of subscription options available:  $18 for 24 hours access; $95 
for a week; $275 per month; or $2,950 annually.  Again, the WIS is the same information that the dealer 
technicians use in diagnosing and repairing customer vehicles, and it integrates with the EPC parts system.

If you own an older vehicle, such as a W201, W124, W126, or R107 chassis, Mercedes also makes the service 
manuals available for these cars, free of charge and available on-line.  These are on-line versions of the CD 
manuals.  You can access these manuals by scrolling down the list located here:  http://www.startekinfo.com/
StarTek/doclist.jsp

I hope this helps get you started!  Take the time to explore the on-line resources that MB has to offer -- you 
won’t be disappointed!
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         Mercedes Marketplace

I am offering for sale my beautiful black 1982 Mercedes 300CD to someone who will appreciate and take as 
good care of her as I have. This coupe is sleek and shiny and really catches some looks. The interior is palo-
mino and in excellent condition too. Excellent original paint.
 
Low mileage, 124,000, and has always been garaged and never been in storage, never sat up.  This coupe  
was purchased new at Star Motors in Houston. The car has been meticulously maintained and comes with 
books and records. I am a non-smoker, the car has the original rich leather aroma of a classic Mercedes.
 
You will feel as safe as in a bank vault when driving this car. Shutting the doors has that reassuring, solid, 
secure feel that was a hallmark of the older Mercedes. The Mercedes cast-iron diesel engine is built to last. 
A Ferrari driver/dealer in Houston told me in l984 this car is the best street car Mercedes ever made.
 
The car is an excellent candidate for biodiesel and/or vegetable oil conversion. I want to find a good home 
for my car. The price is $10,500 for this one-of-a-kind condition car.

Please call B. Duvall at (713) 780-8138 for more information and to see the car.

1982 Mercedes-Benz 300CD Coupe



97000 Miles  — Original Paint & Interior

Maintained by  TGA  past six years  needs nothing

Many extras including 750W Sony/JLAudio/MBQuart sound

An outstanding classic 126 priced at $13,500

(281) 416 - 0936

1987 Mercedes-Benz 560SEL
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         Mercedes Marketplace
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         Mercedes Marketplace

Questions? Call  your Section President at 503-805-9316 or the National Business Office at 1-800-637-2360 M-F, 8am-5pm MT. Or visit  www.mbca.org

 * Set of 4 MB factory original alloys (14 X 6) with 195/70R14 Kelly Metric 600’s 
mounted      (<2000 miles).

   They include the center hub covers and correct wheel nuts.  
   They are ready to bolt on and go - complete and great “driver” condition.
   No damage to the metal (curb rash or otherwise). 
   I had been using these occasionally on my 280SL until I sold her.  $600.

* Original steering wheel in black. Removed from 1968 280SL, but will fit many 
1960’s       cars. Great condition, but not perfect. $400 OBO.

* Kangol 2-point seat belts and mounting hardware Black, no damage, but appear    
  used. $400 OBO.

* Sevice manuals for cars between 1958 and 1969 (Big Blue Book). Different books  
  (cover different topics). $130 together.

* Rubber door seals for W113 - both L&R. $60

Will send photos upon request

Contact sctripp@comcast.net

1960s era Mercedes-Benz parts for sale

Hardtop for 1983 380SL or similar model

Selling a dark green hard top with an ivory headliner being offered for free. 
Just come and pick it up.

Contact: Joe Fischer at: joe.fischer-vbj@sbcglobal.net or (713) 850-1128.



Officers

Directors
   

   
  Norm Glorioso         ncglorioso@comcast.net | 713-397-1830
  Mike Haney               mhaney@3dtriad.com | 713-298-4580
  
         Regional Director

Charles Boyd 580-255-4040
E-mail: cl.boyd@sbcglobal.net

Newsletter Editor
Gerry Van Zandt        503-805-9316
Editor’s e-mail: gerry@vanzandt.us
Club Website: http://www.mbca.org/houston

The Houston Star is the official publication of 
MBCA | Houston Section, and is provided solely for 
the benefit of its members. Opinions and ideas are for 
information only. No official authentication is implied by 
the editor/publisher, MBCA, MBUSA, MBAG or DBAG. 
No inference should be made that the products or ser-
vices advertised or reported herein have the approval 
or recommendation of the editor/publisher, MBCA, 
MBUSA, MBAG or DBAG. Consult an authorized dealer 
or qualified mechanic for specific applications to your 
vehicle. Material for publication may be sent to gerry@
vanzandt.us. Deadline is the 20th of each month for the 
following month’s issue. The editor reserves the right to 
edit, and to refuse, any submissions and/or advertising. 
Submission of material constitutes permission to publish. 
Permission to reproduce material original to the Houston 
Star is granted provided proper credit is given.

President  Gerry Van Zandt
mbca.houston@gmail.com | 503-805-9316

Vice President Vacant

Secretary  Ali Durvesh
 ali.durvesh@gmail.com

Treasurer  Gerald Grogin
gerrygrogin@att.net | 713-667-8979

Events Chair                           Nina Midway
ninamidway@aol.com | 281-686-2989

Membership Chair    Gerry Van Zandt (acting)

Technical Chair                          Ali Durvesh
ali.durvesh@gmail.com 

Immediate Past President Joseph Middleton
editorjoseph@gmail.com | 713-487-8197

Are you moving?  
To change your address, visit the MBCA website at:
     http://www.mbca.org
Let’s keep in touch!

If your e-mail address has changed from that 
which you gave to MBCA when you joined, or if 
you just want to make sure you receive future 
newsletters, send your preferred e-mail address to 
gerry@vanzandt.us, or update your info at: 

       http://www.mbca.org

Upcoming Events

Holiday Brunch
December 9, 2012

City Club of Houston

MBCA Fall Autocross
TBD Early 2013

DriverSource Event
February 9, 2013

Board of Directors Meetings
November 13, 2012

January 8, 2013

Board Meetings are open to ALL MBCA | Houston Section 
members. Board Meetings are held every 2nd Tuesday of 
odd numbered months at 5:30 PM in the 2nd Floor Confer-
ence Room at Mercedes-Benz Greenway (3900 Southwest 
Freeway. Houston, TX 77027), unless otherwise noted.

MBCA | Houston Section 
Gerry Van Zandt, Editor
18 S. Frosted Pond Dr.
The Woodlands, TX  77381-4754


